
Starter for 5

1. What is another word for pace?

2. What happens if the pace of a scene is all 

slow?

3. All fast?

4. To create tension do you start slow or 

fast?

5. To create excitement , do you start slow

or fast? 



Dramatic pause!!
When something dramatic happens in real life or in plays & 

films, there is often a sudden silence. It usually comes just 

before or just after the event.

For example, imagine announcing to your strictest teacher, 

‘I haven’t done my homework.’ or

Have you ever watched a Western film when silence falls 

on the arrival of an important character in a saloon? The 

piano stops, the bar tender stops washing glasses and there 

is a deadly silence as the camera points to the stranger. 

Will he be a friend or will there be a shoot out?

Playwrights use a DRAMATIC PAUSE to focus the audience’s 

attention & highlight a particularly important moment. It 

makes the play/ film more interesting.



Learn these 2 definitions

dramatic pause  = a sudden silence used to 

highlight a particularly  important moment.

Climax = the most important /dramatic moment.



Objectives –

Explore where the Dramatic Pause 

should go in a scripted scene.

It should appear just before or just 

after the most DRAMATIC moment.

Work out how to vary the PACE of the 

action & words [+ the  volume] to 

create the correct mood.



Murder mystery scene

• You will read, aloud the short 

scene from Hercule Poirot.

• Poirot is an old fashioned detective who speaks 

with a French accent. 

• He is presenting his ‘surmise’. He is explaining 

who killed who and how. The accused will start

seated, and pretend to look innocent, but both 

know they were involved! Hercule will be pacing 

up and down to unnerve them.

• Work out where to put the dramatic pause.



MURDER MYSTERY – where should the pause go?
Poirot: And where were you on the night of the 

14th ?

Suspect A I was here inspector in this very room.

Poirot: You‘re lying. There was nobody in this 
room on the 14th

Suspect B: How do you know that?

Poirot Because everyone was on holiday.

B You’re right inspector. [pointing at A] She 
did it. She committed the murder!

Suspect A: You little pig! [pointing] It was you!



Find the dramatic pause in this play

B You liar! You had just as big a reason to get rid of  Gwen as 

I did.

• A Rubbish!

• B I know your little secret.

• A What are you talking about?

• B Gwen wasn’t your half cousin from Cas like you said.

• A She was..

• B She flippin wasn’t! You found her birth certificate in your 

dad’s stuff when you were clearing out after his funeral. She 

wasn’t your cousin. She was your half sister! 

• A Rubbish!

• B Half your share of the flat belonged to her. You got rid off 

your dad’s most recent will and you got rid of her, just to make 

sure!



Write your own short play which ends

with a dramatic pause. 

A group of bullies are picking on a 

victim. They dare him/her to do 

something wrong. At the climax [The 

most dramatic moment- just before 
the victim does the dare] either a 

teacher or the victim’s older brother 

arrives. Dramatic pause!!!


